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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

Sept 2005

K. Nordsieck

Optics and Testing 

• Flexure retest (after modification of articulation hub and grating rotator):  
- In imaging mode, we saw a three-pixel maximum shift from horizontal to tipped.  In

spectroscopic mode we saw Y-axis shifts upwards of eight pixels when tipping from
tipped toward etalons to horizontal, but only a two-pixel shift when tipping from
horizontal to tipped away from etalons.  We believe the discrepancy may be hysteresis in 
the grating rotation stage and could be corrected by preloading the stage. 

- Performed central wavelength repeatability test with new grating setup.   We meet
specification by at least an order of magnitude, though small  rotations in the grating
were measured by movements in the Littrow ghost.   These movements were consistent
with dispersion change, but are limited to at most two pixel shifts at the edges of the
spectra.  Because we envision wavelength calibrations being done in situ, we don't see
this as critical.

• Fitted the guider and measured offset in z-position for focus.  With the limited setup we had we
could at best correct the offset to about 0.5 mm.   This should be adequate, and on-sky
observations can be done to verify. 

• Laser slitmask cutter:
- Received laser cutter components  from US Laser. They corrected the alignment of the

power meter, which was ultimately the reason for the power loss previously noted.
- Reassembled laser cutter components and tested: The laser cutter is now back  to specified

performance.
- Creation of several test slit masks.
- Teaching of SALT workshop staff.

•  Slitmasks:
- Made a new distortion mask with the laser cutter and redid a distortion image.   The

distortion fit residuals are now about 1/6 pixel (5 microns at the telescope focal plane).
- Cut polarimetric longslit and took test data through it.  The slit ended up 20% too wide

(~1.5 arcseconds instead of 1.2).  Software needs to account for the 20-micron beam
width.  Even then, it is about 10% wider than expected,  which could be because of
thickness variations in longslit blanks. 

- Took data through the Sansom PV mask and Westfall MMS mask.   Results look
promising, but a detailed spectral extraction should be done  to "close the loop" with the
slitmask definition files.

• The three etalons were realigned using the new alignment mounts.  These should guarantee that
alignment of the two etalons in dual etalon mode is retained after MR/ HR changeout.
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Mechanical 

• Installed and tested new light baffle at the detector interface.  Light tightness is much
improved.

• Finished installing insulation panels on the electronics boxes and tested glycol systems for fluid
tightness and thermal function.

• Spent time in Cape Town getting all the last small jobs completed. These  include reassembling
the slitmask baffle flap, designing and installing the ballast, neatening up wiring and air
hoses, attaching the final  temperature and flow sensors. 

• Preparations made for alignment pads and lifting. 

• Packed PFIS for its shipping to Sutherland.

• Shipped PFIS on Sept 29/ 30 and set up in the SALT spectrometer room.

• The beam splitter inserter mechanism is being redesigned by James O'Connor  (SAAO) to
allow the beam splitter to go in in two orientations. Have worked with him on this. The
baffle has been received.

Control 

• The cable list in the ICD was marked up and cables located.

• Tested remote powering of etalon controllers and etalon door open lockout.
 
• PCS updates

- Waveplate encoder power management. This was a  big effort to manage stray light coming
from the M-3000 waveplate encoders.  We have found that the encoder readings are
reliable if one delays 500 ms after turning on the encoder before moving, reading or
resetting it.  The home sequence was found to work only if operated in closed loop, but
power cycling works only in open loop.  We are working to switch modes dynamically.

- Continued modification of  grating operations to decouple grating from articulation bearing. 
Reprogrammed interlock firmware to protect against grating jams.   The remaining task
is to install a hardware interlock against articulating while the grating is not completely
out; this requires running a new wire.

- Coded up the Fabry-Perot and fp-pol procedures.  

• PIPT: An official version of the PIPT covering all six major modes was released.  The User’s
Guide was updated accordingly.  A number of small bugs have been fixed subsequently.
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• Spare control system
- Electronics parts are ordered.
- Spare electronics box machining has been arranged.  They should be ready for assembly in

December.

Etalons (Ted Willliams)

•  31 of the 40 interference filters have been delivered by the vendor, and all have had
transmission curves measured in the Rutgers lab.  All the filters meet specifications, but
because of manufacturing tolerance and specification limitations, there are some small
wavelength regions that are not adequately covered by the filter set.  SALT will need to
consider purchasing additional filters for the most important wavelength regions.  22 of the
filters have been delivered to SALT and are at the telescope.

•  N. Rangwala has assisted in packing and shipping RSS to the telescope, and has verified the
operation of the FP system after delivery.

•  N. Rangwala will participate in the RSS commissioning activities in October at the telescope.

Management

• The Quarter 2 Quarterly Report was finished.

• Arranged for University of Wisconsin to cover insurance for transport to Sutherland and lift
onto SALT.

• An Acceptance Testing Review was held on Sept 22 with SALT and SAAO personnel.  Ship to
Sutherland was approved.

• Lift onto SALT is scheduled for Tuesday, Oct 11.
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Stray light test (in spectrometer room).
- Alignment of RSS on SALT.
- Measure focal plane scale and focal plane tilt on-sky.
- Daytime calibrations.
- Imaging and Spectroscopic Commissioning.

• Mechanical
- RSS cable wrapping onto SALT.
- Lift RSS onto payload.
- Manufacture and install shims based on alignment measurements.

 - Install etalon electrical lockout box.
- Install beamsplitter baffle and beamsplitter frame.

• Control
- Implement RSS/TCS interface.
- Continue work on implementing RSS procedures (Fabry-Perot calibration; MOS

alignment).
- Implement analog sensor logging.
- Turn over PCS software to SALT (A. Koeslag).
- Implement GMOS spectrum extractor in SALT package.

• Detector
- Implement high-speed slot mode and drift scan.
- Implement Fabry-Perot calibration calculation in PDET.
- Address many software issues in bug/ wishlist; turn over to D. Carter.
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